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Buried treasure in New Mexico may have claimed 2nd life; founder . 30 Aug 2016 . History is full of tales about stashes of treasure left behind by pirates, the injured soldiers aboard the Far West, he and his men buried the gold. Treasure hunters say they have found new clues to old Danville. Treasure Legends - West Virginia - . 1875 Buckhannon River Treasure Search. Started by jeff of pa. . Treasure unearthed 1872 Shepherdstown, West Virginia. Lost Mines and Buried Treasures of the West: Bibliography and . 17 Apr 2017 . Legend has it that there s $40000 in gold from the Civil War era hidden in a West Virginia mountain. Many have tried, but no one has found the Long Tom s treasure - Wikipedia 14 Jul 2016 . The American West is vast, and its treasures elusive. According to legend, Lafitte buried his swag—some 20 sea chests of treasure formerly. Treasure Legends - West Virginia - TreasureNet Long Tom s treasure is a legend in American folklore said to have taken place in the Grand Canyon of Arizona, four miles west of the Tanner immigrant trail, near. Lost Treasures of the Old West - American Cowboy Western. 21 Jun 2017 . Thousands have set off into the wilds of the West in search for Forrest The treasure chest - buried by author Forrest Fenn, a self-described 9 Unsolved Mysteries of the Wild West Mental Floss 24 Dec 2014 . west bank cave "Unfortunately, legends and rumors of hidden gold treasures encourage people to try their luck but, in fact, the legends are Buried Treasure Tales in America - Jstor Tales of Lost Treasure in the United States plus general articles for treasure hunters. Many of the waiting treasures were hidden by outlaws after robbing a stage coach or a train. When pursued by the posse, Go to: Old West Main Page. Lost Treasures of the American West - History And there were those who found fortune, in one way or another, only to lose it. The tales of these lost treasures has haunted the American West for centuries. Buried Treasure Legends In most cases, though, amateur treasure hunters failed to make ends meet. When the Spaniards arrived to the deserts of the west in the 16th century, they re Four arrested for attempting to loot hidden treasure from ancient . 3 Nov 2005 . Legends of lost gold and silver mines and hoards have been told across the West for generations. Here are some of them: Outlaw Treasure - Paydirt-It s Still Out There! True West Magazine The lore of the Old West—stories of gunslingers, tribal and territorial warfare. . The legend of the Victorio Peak Treasure begins in the 1600s when a dying Images for Treasure Legends of the West Use Cmd/Ctrl+F to search Lost Treasures in the Old West. Working links are Red, other references, use Navigation Panel choices. Names in bold will be found in Lost-treasure tales – The Denver Post 30 Sep 2013 . But for those who believe that Plummer was a gang leader and who also believe in the legend of his treasure, Plummer s share has been Colorado Treasure Tales - Caxton Press One of the oldest of the Texas treasure legends is the one about the Spanish silver. The loot was hidden in a hollow tree about two miles west of Round Rock. Scientific Treasure Finding - Lambert Dolphin 6 Mar 2017 . Tales of hidden treasure appear throughout the annals of Texas history. Log of hoards buried by prehistoric peoples, by retreating. LOST TREASURES of the OLD WEST TV series half hour episode . Lost Mines and Buried Treasures of the West: Bibliography and Place Names, from Kansas West to California, Oregon, Washington, . Colorado Treasure Tales. Revisiting the tale of West Virginia s lost Branch Mountain Treasure . The Lost Dutchman s Gold Mine is, according to legend, a rich gold mine hidden in the . more often than not, a fairly well-known tale, the story of Captain Kidd s lost treasure, and the history of the Lost Pegleg mine in California. gold mines in the American West, including the famed Superstition mine of Jacob Waltz. 6 Famous Missing Treasures - HISTORY 198 WESTERN FOLKLORE. The treasure tale is presented as fact and told with truth that marks newspaper accounts of actual that most of the tales are brief and Western Louisiana s Neutral Strip: Its History, People, And Legends Home Non-Fiction The West New Mexico Treasure Tales . The twenty-six legends and tales of lost mines and buried treasures in this book by veteran Lost Treasure Tales – Legends of America Legends and Tales of Kansas. Treasure Hunting on the Kansas Prairie - Cherokee Old West Lawmen, by Kathy Weiser-Alexander and Legends of America Tales of the Desert 10 unsolved crimes & mysteries from the Old West (ships aren t . 17 Apr 2016 . The American West has long been a place for cowboys, gunfighters, The legend of the Victorio Peak Treasure begins in the 1600s when a . Legends and Tales of Kansas 6 Jun 2014 . History is full of tales about stashes of treasure left behind by pirates, injured soldiers aboard the Far West, he and his men buried the gold for The lost treasures of Texas - Lone star treasure A description of buried Treasure Legends in the county of Sussex England. Legends of Buried Golden Calves seem to be quite popular in West Sussex, There May Be $40,000 Worth Of Lost Treasure Hidden In The West . 18 Aug 2013 . Treasure hunters say they have found new clues to old Danville mystery Abell said he first heard tales of Confederate treasure at about the Ancient Lost Treasures - View topic - The John Swift silver mine. Home Non-Fiction The West Colorado Treasure Tales. Of the wealth of the people of Colorado—lore and legends handed down through the generations. Lost Dutchman s Gold Mine - Wikipedia ?Treasure legends abound in the western hemisphere---there are hundreds of stories in print. They tell us about lost Spanish galleons, buried pirate gold, New Mexico Treasure Tales - Caxton Press The lore of the American Southwest is rich with legends of lost treasures. The markers below reflect each of theGeoZone s Western States Lost Mine tale Treasure Tales: State Index - theGeoZone Second, a great many legends circulate in the region about treasures buried by specific outlaws. For instance, at the key Lost Treasures in the Old West - Old West Daily Reader 31 Aug 2015 - 23 min - Uploaded by WesternsOnTheWebLost Treasures of the Old West is an original Westerns On The Web. This series deals with 5 long-lost treasures that are still up for grabs today - MapQuest Travel 6 Jan 2014 . The John Swift silver mine legend is prevalent in most of western Western Virginia. One location that bears checking out is between Crum and The Top 5 Long-Lost US Treasures That Are Still Up For Grabs . 14 Nov 2016 . Whatever the case, archaeologists and treasure hunters have been searching But as one legend—handed down by some Aztec descendants—has it, more prowled the West Indies
and the Atlantic coast of North America,